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New fuels for proliferation-safe research reactors

SCK•CEN a kingpin in international research

A number of research reactors in the world, including 

BR2, are still working on highly enriched proliferation-

sensitive nuclear fuel. Extremely high-density fuel is 

required to make possible the switch to low-enriched 

fuel without loss of effectiveness. In the past few years, 

SCK•CEN has developed into the global test station for 

new, low-enriched fuels.

In order to counteract the proliferation of highly enriched ura-

nium, a strategic material that can be misused for nuclear weap-

ons, 189 countries have signed the Non-Profileration Treaty. By 

doing this, they declare themselves more willing to stop using 

highly enriched fuel in civilian applications. Research reactors 

that previously still used high-enriched fuel, would therefore 

need to switch to low-enriched fuel (with less than 20 % of ura-

nium-235 or 235U). 

High neutron flux

The performance of a research reactor stands or falls by its abil-

ity to generate a high neutron flux in a compact core. Fuel en-

richment is the best way to achieve this. Historically, that is the 

reason why most research reactors have for years used one fuel 

(UAl
x
), more than 90% of which consisted of 235U.  The great chal-

lenge in the transition from high- to low-enriched uranium was 

also to develop a low-enriched uranium fuel that would enable 

research reactors to continue working at the same efficiency 

level. In order to maintain the same efficiency, the low-enriched 

fuel must have a very high density (as much as at least six times 

higher than UAl
x
), to compensate the drop in the enrichment of 

the 235U.

Higher densities

The fuel U
3
Si

2
 (with a three to four times higher density) appeared 

to be a first possible solution. Many research reactors have suc-

cessfully switched over to this fuel since early 2000. Tests how-

ever show that the research reactors with the highest flux, in-

cluding the materials testing reactor BR2, lost too much in terms 

of efficiency when they use U
3
Si

2
. In order to maintain the same 

level of efficiency after converting these research reactors to use 

low-enriched fuel, the fuel density has to be even higher. 

A uranium-molybdenum alloy (U(Mo)), in which a couple of per-

cent of molybdenum is added to uranium, sounded promising. 

The U(Mo) fuel pellets were mixed with an aluminium powder 

(matrix) and compressed between two aluminium plates, as was 

done for UAl
x
 and U

3
Si

2
. During the irradiation experiment FUTURE 

in BR2 in 2003 however, the U(Mo) was found to react with the 

aluminium matrix of the fuel plates, causing them to swell up to 

an unacceptable extent.

  The sputter coater applies a silicon coating around the U(Mo) surface.
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E-FUTURE

Previous research had shown that the addition of silicon helps sta-

bilise the interaction between uranium and aluminium. In order to 

better study the effect, and to classify the fuel U(Mo) with the ad-

dition of silicon under real conditions, SCK•CEN decided to collabo-

rate in LEONIDAS, along with the CEA  (Commissariat à l’Energie 

Atomique), ILL (Institut Laue-Langevin) and CERCA (Compagnie 

pour l’Étude et la Réalisation de Combustibles Atomiques).  

In 2010, this international consortium irradiated four fuel plates 

in the irradiation device E-FUTURE in BR2, with a different amount 

of silicon and a different heat treatment. The latter is necessary in 

order to get the silicon in the interface area between the fuel pel-

lets and the aluminium. SCK•CEN intends to conduct an extended 

follow-up study (via gammaspectrometry, spectroscopy, microsco-

py, etc.) on the cooled fuel, to verify whether the interaction has 

stabilised sufficiently. Based on these results, the best candidate 

out of the four plates will be chosen for a qualification irradiation 

experiment.

The Laboratory for High and 
Medium level Activity

At the Laboratory for High and Medium level Activity (LHMA), 

SCK•CEN evaluates the effects of irradiation on materials used in 

existing and future nuclear facilities. Researchers are using non-

destructive, physico-chemical and micro-structural tools to ana-

lyse the damage to and degradation of materials by ionising radi-

ation. This data makes it possible to use mathematical models to 

assess and predict the behaviour and durability of materials. Such 

studies are essential among other things, to correctly estimate the 

life span of nuclear reactors. 

For this purpose, the LHMA has a number of protected rooms (hot-

cells), with specialised equipment to enable the safe study of irra-

diated materials (nuclear fuels, reactor materials). The shield con-

sists of thick walls of concrete or lead, equipped with lead glass. 

The equipment is remotely controlled by remote manipulators so 

as to minimise the exposure. 

“In recent years, SCK•CEN has developed 
into the global test station for new, low-
enriched fuels.” 

Sven Van den Berghe

Additional research

But the E-FUTURE experiment raises new research issues.  Thus 

silicon probably hinders the reprocessing of U(Mo) after use, 

thereby increasing costs. It is therefore important to minimise 

the silicon addition or to avoid it altogether, if possible. SCK•CEN 

therefore launched the SELENIUM project in collaboration with 

Ghent University. A sputter coating unit applies a silicon coating 

around the U(Mo)-surface. This reduces the amount of silicon 

required to stabilise the interaction between aluminium and 

U(Mo). The researchers have also started experimenting with a 

zirconium nitride layer as an inhibitor. 

In early 2011, SCK•CEN provided coated U(Mo) powders to CERCA, 

which will incorporate the same in test fuel plates. The irradiation 

tests in BR2 commence in August 2011.

  The hot-cell operator operating telemanipulators to study highly 

radioactive materials in the LHMA.


